Artificial intelligence in plastic surgery: current developments and future perspectives
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Abstract
Driven by the rapid development of big data, the amount of clinical data, including complex information, is expanding. Traditional data analysis methods cannot meet the need for mining data information, and artificial intelligence (AI) solves this problem. AI is increasingly being incorporated into modern medical practice. Algorithms provided by AI support advanced analysis and provide individualized aid to optimize medical decision-making. In plastic surgery, AI has made many breakthroughs in diagnosis, pre-operative surgical design, treatment decisions, and patient management. Plastic surgeons must recognize AI's potential development and limitations. This review describes the current application of AI in plastic surgery and discusses the challenges and problems that need to be solved. This study aims to foster the application of this new AI technology in clinical practice.
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INTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence (AI) is a technology that simulates human cognition, including interpreting and analyzing complex data to solve problems. AI has been applied in face recognition, speech conversion, and search engine recommendations. The application of AI in medicine and healthcare is increasing[1]. AI was first applied to image-recognition diagnostic tasks. Image-recognition technology alerts physicians seeking small lesions that are easily overlooked[2]. AI has been widely used in diabetes management[3],
dermatology\textsuperscript{4}, and thoracic surgery\textsuperscript{5}.

Physicians need to make rapid and complex decisions based on the analysis of patients and clinical elements. Diagnosis and treatment decisions may be influenced by cognitive biases, personality traits, the emotions of the physicians, and even the environment. All therapeutic decision-making processes have a certain degree of variability, uncertainty, and errors\textsuperscript{6}. AI helps overcome the limitations of human behavior because it can support medical decision-making and reasoning. On the other hand, with the development of informatization, the data collected from each patient pre- and postoperatively has grown exponentially. Furthermore, patient-generated health data and off-the-shelf wearable sensors obtain substantial data. This stored digital information is called "big data"\textsuperscript{7}. Faced with the need to analyze and utilize big data to solve complex clinical problems, manual independent analysis is insufficient. It is vital to use AI to manage a large amount of data.

Plastic surgery is a creative discipline that treats diseases like other surgery departments and improves the appearance of the human body. Thus, AI technologies can be applied in pre-operative consultations, diagnosis, therapeutic decisions, postoperative patient evaluation, and follow-up [Figure 1]. These features will be beneficial in reducing medical errors, improving work efficiency, and decreasing resource waste.

This review summarizes the essential technical elements and concepts involved in the techniques provided by AI, describes the status of AI applications in plastic surgery and discusses the prospects and difficulties of deployment. Plastic surgeons should quickly move to the forefront of AI technology to promote the development of the discipline.

**SUBFIELDS AND CONCEPTS OF AI**

AI is a computer algorithm that analyzes data and deals with complex problems in various applications without human involvement. AI creates systems or methods for analyzing information. The most common areas of AI research in medicine are machine learning (ML), neural networks (NN), and natural language processing [Figure 2].

**Machine learning**

ML is a computer algorithm that autonomously learns without specific programming. For a given task, the model learns from examples and identifies patterns and trends in data using ML\textsuperscript{8}. As the number of examples and the times of test repetition increase, the algorithm becomes more accurate and predictive. The establishment step of ML includes data preparation and selection, training the algorithm, obtaining a series of related output results, implementation of the software and analysis, and system validation. The accuracy of the system is gradually improved with algorithm adjustment and feedback.

ML is divided into supervised, unsupervised, semi-supervised, and transfer learning. Supervised learning learns from the features (input) of the data to extract the characteristics, then labels (output) and verifies the unclassified data\textsuperscript{9}. Supervised learning is primarily used for classification. Depending on the instances in which the category is known, supervised learning is trained to observe and label new examples. Predictive ML models\textsuperscript{10} and face recognition are supervised learning methods. Unsupervised learning uses clustering and dimensionality reduction methods to analyze unclassified data records; however, it is necessary to provide a semantic explanation by human interrogation\textsuperscript{9}. Unsupervised learning is primarily used to explore and summarize existing data and has been applied to molecular genetic and genomic data analysis. Semi-supervised learning occurs between supervised and unsupervised learning because it can use labeled and unlabeled data to learn.
**Neural networks**

NNs use multiple layers of calculations to imitate humans to solve complex information and draw conclusions. NN has many “nodes”. The network can produce optimal predictive accuracy by adjusting the weight of the nodes\[11\].

Deep learning is a branch of NN characterized by multiple hidden node layers. It has a more extensive network scale to accurately express complex interrelationships\[12\]. Without external guidance, deep learning algorithms can discover the model’s essential features, make predictions on a vast amount of information, and provide an output. The commonly used NNs are “convolutional neural networks (CNNs)”, a type of deep learning architecture. The AI technology used to distinguish between malignant melanoma and benign nevi is based on the CNN system\[4\]. CNN is an architecture within AI medicine due that is exceptionally efficient at natural signals such as speech and image processing.

**Natural language processing**

NLP establishes a technique for understanding, interpreting, and manipulating human language\[13\]. The customer service software that automatically answers questions is NLP technology. NLP can identify and extract data from a physician’s narrative documentation in electronic medical record systems.

**Computer vision**

Computer vision uses data from ambient sensors to identify the contents of images or videos for medical services, for example, improving medical safety by monitoring critically ill patients in the intensive care unit\[14\].
CURRENT DEVELOPMENT OF AI IN PLASTIC SURGERY

Pre-operative consultation
ML has proven to be a valuable tool for analyzing and extracting information from vast amounts of data, especially social media. The comments on the website Realself.com is summarized using an ML approach to identify the most concerning pre- and postoperative problems for mentoplasty patients\cite{15}. “Eligibility for surgery” and “options to revise surgery” are the most significant concerns pre- and postoperatively\cite{15}. In another study, AI technology from the Cognovi Lab used emotional analysis of plastic surgery vocabulary on social media and found that patients have the highest emotional engagement with the word “liposuction”\cite{16}. From the point of view of emotion, this study quantitatively analyzes the impact of plastic surgery terms on patient motivation and subsequent responses using much data from social media. It helps guide plastic surgeons in publicizing plastic surgery from an emotion-driven economic decision-making perspective\cite{16}. Discovering the focus of patient attention on social media helps surgeons better predict and solve potential patient problems, communicate with accurate information, write suitable patient education materials, and improve patient satisfaction.

During the stage of online patient consultation, artificial intelligent virtual assistants (AIVA) using NLP technology understands the intent of human speech and provide answers in the form of dialogue. A study
used AIVA to chat with patients on common plastic surgery topics\cite{17}. The overall answer accuracy of the plastic surgery AIVA was 92.3\%, and 83.3\% of the participants thought the answers were correct\cite{17}. The popularization and application of this technology will help free plastic surgeons from primary medical consultation.

Most plastic surgery treatment plans are highly personalized and relevant to the aesthetic view of the patient and the surgeon. Patients usually express their aesthetic views and desirable appearance before surgery. AI technology can be used to design simulated images to provide references for surgery and improve the procedure plan. BreastGAN is a portable AI-equipped tool that uses breast images of patients with bilateral augmentation to train a NN algorithm\cite{18}. BreastGAN using pre-operative breast photos automatically simulates breast augmentation outcomes\cite{18}. In rhinoplasty, an AI model can produce simulated images of aesthetic rhinoplasty that meet the surgeon’s aesthetic criteria\cite{19}. The consistency of the simulated images and rhinoplasty outcomes is 92\%\cite{19}. These technologies provide patients with AI-driven predictions to help them make more informed decisions that help reduce reoperation rates and improve postoperative satisfaction.

AI can objectively evaluate facial beauty. Various human referees grade a collection of female facial images, and supervised classification is used to automatically extract facial features\cite{20}. Then, supervised learning uses proportion analysis via image-based assessments of facial beauty\cite{20}. Exaggerated or unnatural plastic surgery outcomes can be avoided by objectively evaluating facial beauty using this technology. However, the application of this technology may destroy the diversity of aesthetics simultaneously, resulting in similar facial appearances after surgery in different patients.

In contrast, we must recognize that some AI technologies negatively impact medical propaganda. For example, the wide use of photo-editing technology has made video presentations more credible in a medical advertisement. However, advanced AI deep learning and computational modeling (collectively known as “deepfakes”) can alter people’s faces, facial expressions, and body movements in videos. When deepfakes were used to alter a patient’s postoperative video outcome\cite{21}, they exaggerated the effects of plastic surgery.

Aided diagnosis and pre-operative evaluation
AI was first applied to image diagnosis. The most used computer-aided diagnostic system in plastic surgery is the classification of skin lesions by CNNs, such as distinguishing between keratinocyte carcinomas and benign seborrheic keratoses, malignant melanomas, and benign nevi\cite{4}. The study showed that the CNN algorithm trained by open-source images had better sensitivity and specificity in recognizing dermoscopic images than doctors from junior to chief physicians\cite{4}. Another multi-center prospective study demonstrated that the AI has a similar sensitivity and specificity to experts for identifying melanoma images taken with smartphones and digital single-lens reflex cameras\cite{22}.

AI has been used in the computational analysis of craniosynostosis from computed tomography (CT) images\cite{23}. This ML technology uses cranial suture fusion indices and deformation and curvature discrepancy averages across five cranial bones and six suture regions as features to diagnose craniosynostosis. It has a 92.7\% sensitivity, a 98.9\% specificity, and a 95.7\% probability of correct classification, comparable to experienced radiologists\cite{23}. Another software named ShapeWorks analyzes the skull shape using ML to predict the severity of distal craniosynostosis based on CT images\cite{24}.

For diagnosing rare diseases, facial analysis software already uses unsupervised ML to recognize dysmorphic craniofacial features on two-dimensional photographs to diagnose correctly\cite{25}. These technologies assist
physicians in making quick diagnoses and reducing errors. Furthermore, the application of AI technologies in smartphone applications makes it more convenient for patients to screen for diseases.

**Surgical decision-making and performance**

AI provides reference information during surgery to assist in decision-making. Early identification of free-flap ischemia and congestion is essential in the microsurgical reconstruction of free flaps. A smartphone application called SilpaRamanitor was created to assess tissue perfusion based on skin color for postoperative tissue perfusion monitoring[^26^]. The algorithm recognizes skin color as a feature to simulate blood perfusion conditions. The accuracy rate of blood perfusion recognition was up to 95%. This application enables early detection of surgical risks and helps salvage tissue quickly.

The AI robotic surgery system is a navigation aid for surgeons during robot-assisted surgeries. Supervised autonomous procedures can recognize anatomical structures and conduct surgical navigation to aid intraoperative decision-making[^27^]. Robotic surgery assistant technology is used in cleft lip and palate repair surgery[^28^]. It is based on deep learning to help lower the technical threshold and improve surgical outcomes[^28^]. In the future, an autonomous robotic surgical system using AI technology will be developed to provide precise surgical treatment, improve surgical efficiency, reduce complications, and shorten the length of hospital stays.

Head-mounted cameras and wearable technology have increased the use of surgical video data. AI analyzes videos to identify and extract high-quality surgical data. Surgical video analysis improves surgical techniques[^29^] and enhances surgeons’ surgical abilities[^30^]. The robust data retrieval and processing capabilities of AI substantially reduce the time for plastic surgeons to gain experience and knowledge. Autonomous surgical systems guided by AI could improve surgical outcomes in underdeveloped areas.

**Prediction and evaluation of postoperative outcomes**

Complex models built by AI use clinical data, imaging, and histopathological information to select the optimal treatment plan and assess outcomes. These models are superior to traditional regression models. The predictive outcome model was first applied to wound healing in plastic surgery. The RReliefF algorithm was used to predict wound healing rates based on the wound area, the patient’s age, and the time from wound appearance to the beginning of treatment[^31^]. For burn treatment and triage, the burn healing time was predicted by the artificial neural network (ANN) analysis of the burn spectra taken on the third day after the burn using the reflectance spectrometer[^32^]. The overall accuracy of this method is 86%, which is significantly better than the accuracy of direct visual examination. The system is sufficient as an effective tool for physicians unfamiliar with burn systems to assess burn severity. The ANN was also used to predict the survival of burn patients and is based on the observations of the burn patient’s total body surface area, rescue time, admission time, surgery, and inhalation injury[^33^]. In the training phase, ANN has reached a 90% accuracy[^33^]. ANN effectively predicts surgical site infection in patients who underwent free-flap reconstruction after surgery for head and neck cancer[^34^]. This prediction efficiency is significantly higher than conventional logistic regression[^34^]. These predictions help formulate reasonable patient management strategies. Medical resources lean toward patients with poor prognoses to achieve the optimal allocation of medical resources.

The effect of aesthetic evaluation after surgery is usually highly subjective for facial aesthetic surgery. AI provides an objective evaluation standard for the effect of aesthetic surgery. AI uses deep learning methods to extract facial features and uses CNN to evaluate apparent age[^35^] and facial attractiveness[^36^]. ML is also used to assess facial beauty based on facial proportions according to features like the golden ratio, texture, shape, and color[^37^]. These techniques provide an objective assessment of patient aesthetic improvement.
after surgery. In orthognathic treatment, the algorithm found that most patients (66.7%) were younger in apparent age and improved in attractiveness after surgery\(^3\). After rhinoplasty, the facial attractiveness of patients is increased\(^3\), and perceived age relative to the patient’s actual age is decreased\(^3\), meaning that rhinoplasty reverses signs of facial aging. Using CNN to evaluate the facial attractiveness of treated cleft patients, the AI evaluation of cleft patients was comparable to human ratings\(^3\).

Expression of emotions can be analyzed by AI using facial images that analyze the effects of surgery from the perspective of emotional aesthetics. Noldus FaceReader uses ML to measure the relative proportions of emotion in facial expressions obtained from video data\(^4\). One study considered fifteen facial palsy patients who underwent cross-facial nerve grafting and free gracilis muscle transfer; the study evaluated happiness expressed in smiles\(^4\). The patients’ postoperative smiling videos showed an increase in happy expressions compared to pre-operative smiling videos\(^4\). In another study, AI emotion detection software found that people with facial paralysis showed less joy and more negative emotion in their smiles than ordinary people\(^4\). These techniques provide a way to quantify changes in facial emotion before and after surgery objectively.

AI can identify gender through facial recognition. Using facial recognition NN, facial recognition features are used to evaluate gender-typing of male-to-female transgender patients before and after surgery\(^4\); the study revealed that gender-typing changes and confidence in femininity are significantly improved after facial feminization surgery\(^4\).

**Postoperative monitoring and follow-up**

The widespread application of wearable technology and mobile health technologies has made remote technologies for patient monitoring and communication more convenient\(^4\). Surgeons monitor the postoperative outcomes using patient-generated selfies or other mobile phone monitoring apps. These technologies save time for follow-up. They also give surgeons timely follow-up information that can be digitized to facilitate analysis and integration.

**LIMITATIONS AND CHALLENGES**

Despite AI achieving encouraging results in medicine, privacy protection and ethical issues related to its application still need to be discussed.

ML algorithms require training with big data to achieve satisfactory performance. However, medical-related health data is highly sensitive, and it is crucial to protect the privacy and ownership of the data. First, better-regulated and restrictive laws are needed to protect personal information. Second, the data requires adequate supervision by regulators to avoid personal information leakage. Finally, data protection technology advances and industry personnel’s ethical discipline are critical. Big data needs de-identification and data sharing. Building a multi-center data platform to collect high-quality and standardized big data is the foundation for the development of AI. There must be strict requirements for informed consent, data protection, and cybersecurity\(^4\). Programmers, policymakers, physicians, and patients should participate in real-world algorithmic decision-making processes to maximize fairness and respect privacy\(^4\).

Another challenge is that most medical data is heterogeneous. Collecting, constructing, and standardizing the data to meet analytic needs is critical. For example, providing high-quality standardized pre- and postoperative photographs is critical for information collection in plastic surgery.
Supervised learning needs experienced physicians to label features (input). Physicians’ capacity variance or error in labeling results in biased datasets. Systematic bias leads to unrepresentative conclusions. For algorithms, it is challenging for physicians to assess the weights of various parameters. The complex architecture becomes a black box; the lack of an explanation for a particular output becomes the “black box dilemma”. When physicians’ understanding and interpretation of AI diagnostic or predictive models are insufficient, they will be reluctant to use AI models. The interpretability of AI algorithms is crucial. Full cooperation and communication with computer scientists are needed for the surgeons’ success.

Algorithmic procedures of AI need to ensure correct medical ethical values. The programmer should take measures to monitor technological development to avoid medical harm\textsuperscript{47}. If the algorithm is set up with an inherent ethical error, it will eventually result in an error output. Before AI is applied to clinical practice, it is essential to generate fair laws to regulate the behavior of AI algorithms. However, legislation that is too strict should be avoided to limit the development of AI.

AI helps to free medical practitioners from repetitive and time-consuming simple tasks. However, AI’s limitations should be recognized. First, AI cannot wholly replace physicians in diagnosis and decision-making. In many cases, AI is currently used with conditional restrictions, and the algorithm’s output is only an association\textsuperscript{48}. It is necessary to evaluate whether the output results can be applied to specific clinical patients and scenarios by physicians. Second, AI exacerbates pre-existing problems such as overdiagnosis, overdetection, and overtreatment\textsuperscript{49}. Surgeons need to fully understand AI’s pros and cons to promote the application and development of AI in medicine.

CONCLUSION
AI has been increasingly applied in healthcare settings, promoting the development of pre-operative evaluation, prognosis prediction, patient management, and postoperative monitoring. Many complex AI algorithms can learn from data and refine algorithms through learning. Physicians are also needed to optimize algorithms.

Although the application of AI in plastic surgery is still in its infancy, and most studies have not entered clinical practice, the development and prospects of AI remain full of expectations. It is necessary for plastic surgeons to fully understand and apply these technologies to solve various clinical and research problems. AI can provide patients with safer and more efficient medical services in the future.
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